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Executive summary

WatchAd bridges the digital marketing industry and the crypto-world, and is empowered by
blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies. WatchAd hereby presents a solution of
crypto-marketing, namely the WatchAd app.

The WatchAd app is a rewarding protocol, which allows our users to watch video ads in
rewards for cryptocurrencies. WatchAd presents a remodeled mining protocol for
crypto-miners, meanwhile suggesting an effective solution for digital marketing. The
ultimate goal of WatchAd is to develop a decentralized and transparent mining protocol.

Apart from the WatchAd app, WAD token will be launched along with the WatchAd app as
our unique rewarding token, which will be available as a choice for payout, as well as
valuations and investments. Profits of WatchAd will be circulated into WAD tokens, providing
additional value and confidence for WAD holders and investors.

Several projects will be followed after the launch of the WatchAd app and WAD token,
including WatchAd marketplace, NFT projects, WatchAd 2.0 and more. All WatchAd
projects, including the WatchAd app and NFTs will be operated under an open-source and
transparent protocol. WatchAd Vision is to become the market leader in crypto-mining in the
future, when metaverse and other blockchain technology strikes.

For your interest in using the WatchAd app or investing in WatchAd, we are proud to
highlight our progress in app development. By Q1 2022, our IOS version WatchAd app is fully
functionable and in beta testing. Details of our app and development progress could be
found in the later part of this whitepaper.

WatchAd is a legally registered company in Taiwan, legal documents are uploaded on our
official website. WatchAd was founded by Torres Kee and Tommy Wong in Q3 2021.
WatchAd is currently collaborating with Borderless Tech Limited HK and Sluggishkid
Creative Group.

For any further information, please go through the following whitepaper, visit our website at
www.watchad.org. In case of any enquiries, please contact our team via team@watchad.org
or through social media, Twitter: https://twitter.com/Watchad_WAD; Discord:
https://discord.gg/ykPTzRdZUD; Medium: https://medium.com/@WatchAd.
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1 Introduction

The advance of mobile technology and the internet has brought revolutionary change to our
daily lives as well as market behavior. In the past decade, mobile usage has skyrocketed
around the globe, where consumers are spending an increasing amount of time on social
media and digital media than on traditional media, such as TV. People spend an average of
5-6 hours on their smartphones every day [1], excluding working hours. It shows the majority
of information intake of modern people is from mobile. Considering the active online
behavior and activities by modern consumers, businesses and marketers developed digital
marketing strategies to utilize the market opportunities. The marketing industry has also
adapted their advertising methods from traditional flyers and banners, TV commercials to
online digital marketing.

Since the pandemic, the digital marketing industry has been growing rapidly, due to the
switch of lifestyle of the consumers. Compared to the time before the outbreak of Covid-19,
consumers are now performing information and product search behavior heavily relying on
mobile devices.. Businesses have also adapted the change and are paying increasing
attention to the digital marketing industry. In 2020, advertising spending grew 12.2% in the
US, and social media ad revenues have reached $41.5 billion USD [2]. Besides, 32% of
E-commerce dollars were spent on mobile devices [3]. In the US, ad spending on video in
2021 is at $81.9 billion, with an increase of 12% compared to 2020 [4]. The global ad market is
forecast to exceed $700 billion USD in 2022 [5]. According to recent research, the total
worldwide ad spending has reached $780 billion USD in 2021, with a growth rate of 19.9%
[40]. The growth rate of 2022 is expected to be 9.7% to $836.9 billion USD [41]. The global ad
industry is expected to hit $1 trillion USD by 2025 [42]. The above could tell the growth and
success of digital marketing in the past years.

The increasing concentration in digital marketing has shown the effectiveness in achieving
business goals, such as increased profit, brand awareness, consumer loyalty, and
improvement in consumer acquisition and retention. However, despite the rapid growth,
effectiveness and the optimistic forecast in digital marketing, the industry is still suffering
from inefficiency.
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Figure 1. Average time spent daily on a smartphone in the US 2021 [1]

Figure 2. Share of U.S. mobile e-commerce spending 2010-2020 [3]
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1.1 The inefficient digital marketing industry

“Half my advertising spend is wasted; the trouble is, I don't know which half.”
- John Wanamaker

The inefficiency in advertising has long been noticed, where it could lead to potential loss of
sales, higher spending and resource misallocation. There are many reasons leading to
inefficiency.

Advertising fraud is one of the biggest challenges in the digital marketing industry. 75% of
brand marketers and 69% of agency professionals considered ad fraud as a leading threat.
Adobe reported in 2018 that 28% of website traffic showed “strong non-human signals” [5].
The IAB Tech Lab reported that “only 59.8% of clicks could be confirmed as human traffic” [6].
A report from Traffic guard points out that 18% of the ad impressions are never viewed by
real people [7]. In 2019, $42 billion in advertisement spending is lost due to ad frauds [8]. The
total loss of mobile advertising spend due to three common ad frauds, Click injection fraud,
Click spam & Ad stacking, and App install farms or SDK spoofing, has reached 25.8 billion in
2018, and are expected to reach $65 billion in 2022 [9]. Publishers usually paid according to
CPC, CPM or CPA. However, hackers could manipulate bots and generate fake ad clicks or
impressions. While analyzing server logs and traffic is a common way to verify users identity,
the industry is still facing a hard time defending bot-frauds due to technical difficulties.
Besides, it is possible that publishers may be dishonest in reporting audience volume in
order to increase revenue. Advertisers could also spam the ads from competitors to harm
their advertising efficiency.
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Figure 3. Total loss of mobile advertising spend to Fraud [9]

Meanwhile advertisers facing bot-frauds, consumers also suffer from malvertising, where
hackers generate fake ads and domains, when consumers misclick these ads or links,
hackers could easily steal their personal information and security data. The number of
detected malware variants rose by 62% in 2020 [10]. Besides, the excess amount of ads is
also bothering consumers, where consumers could receive unwanted ad spams and
irrelevant contents through the internet. Moreover, it is often that consumers are annoyed by
pop-up ads, non-skippable ads and auto-playing ads while surfing the internet. The long
loading time, insufficient screen space and bandwidth cost are also reasons that lead to user
dissatisfaction.

Data protection and data security are also huge threats in the digital marketing industry. The
majority felt losing control of their personal information collected by the companies [11].
Although there are legal frameworks dealing with data protection and security, such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the EU, and the Federal Trade Commission in
the US, and organizations should be capable of protecting the collected data from
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unauthorized access, data hacking and leakage were still being reported oftenly. The
difficulty in monitoring inappropriate management of personal data by companies also
raised the data protection and security concerns. Nevertheless, contradictory behavior from
the consumers has been observed despite the high level of security concern, which is
suggested as the privacy paradox, where consumers are trading off their privacy easily for
online services or low rewards [12]. Regarding the simplicity of gaining access to personal
data, data could be easily collected and sold to dishonest parties. The above illustrated a
vicious cycle of data protection and security in the digital marketing industry.

The above problems have led to the soaring usage of ad-blocking applications. Globally,
42.7% of the internet users are using ad blockers [13]. The number of adblock users has been
continuously increasing over the past 10 years, and has reached over 843 million users in
2021 [14]. The penetration rate of ad blocker in Asia is relatively high with 40.6%, followed by
Europe (29.6%) and The US (19.2%) [14]. The above has shown a wide range of adoption of
adblock applications, indicating the unwillingness of consumers in receiving excess and
unwanted marketing content, and has become a huge problem to publishers, especially
those heavily relying on advertising exposures. Many websites then started to detect ad
blockers and ask their visitors to disable ad blocker while visiting. It is found that 30% of the
top 10,000 websites detect ad blockers [15]. Some websites even refuse to show any
content until ad blockers are turned off. The above could illustrate the frustration brought by
ad blockers to the digital marketing industry.
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Figure 4. Adblock users [14]

Figure 5. Global Adblock Penetration 2020 [14]
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Moreover, the digital marketing ecosystem is crowded and complex, where there are many
stakeholders in the industry, including advertisers, content providers, consumers and many
intermediates. Beneficial conflicts lie between stakeholders, and the complex composition
and commercialized market structure are reasons leading to market inefficiency. There are
many intermediates concerning the digital marketing industry, and all of them are looking
for profit optimization. For example, an ad display could be delivered from the advertiser,
through ad agencies, third-party verifiers, data management platforms, demand-side
platforms, ad exchange, ad networks, supply-side platforms, ad servers, and finally the
publisher, where all of them are cutting the pie. Nearly 45% of digital ad spending is
consumed by intermediates [16]. This is the reason for the high advertising cost, as
intermediates consume most of the advertising spending, very few actually reach the
publishers, not to mention that consumers who are actually creating the end-value, who
watch the advertisement and hence participate in future possible consumer behavior,
receive nothing at all. The misallocation of rewards in the industry highlighted the
inefficiency brought by excessed intermediates, leading to high advertising costs for
marketers and low rewards for publishers.

Figure 6. Digital market [39]
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1.2 Late adopter of Blockchain Technology

Besides the market inefficiency, the digital marketing industry has been slow in adopting
blockchain technology (BCT). Since the introduction of BCT by Nakamoto in 2008, the
cryptocurrency market has been growing at a rapid pace. The concept of cryptocurrency is
to develop a secure payment method with technical proof with cryptographic technology,
instead of relying on financial third parties [17]. WatchAd suggested that BCT could be
adopted in the digital marketing industry, which helps to improve efficiency, data security
and enjoy the benefits brought by BCT applications. However, there are inefficiencies
concerning mining and energy usage, a short summary is included in appendix 11.4.

1.3 Rewarding protocol

There is no absolute cure to address inefficiency. Nonetheless, rewarding protocols are one
solution that could attempt to improve market efficiency. With the increasing digital
marketing capacity in recent years, demand and supply for video advertising have never
been higher. People are estimated to be receiving 6000-10000 ads per day [27]. 81% of
video-viewing gets all or most of people’s attention [28]. 83% of Youtube ads receive
attention from viewers [29]. People have watched more than 50,000 years' worth of product
review videos on Youtube between 2016 and 2018, and only on mobile devices [29].
Considering the huge amount of attention that users have given up, they do not receive any
compensation.

The main applications of rewarding protocols in the current digital market are apps that
suggest a certain amount of monetary or non-monetary rewards for users per ad watched.
Non-monetary rewards usually include extra lives or bonus rewards in-game. Monetary
rewards usually include gift cards, coupons or discounts at paying out, while very few offer
cash into Paypal wallets. In the past years, mobile searches for “reward apps” have grown by
over 90% compared to 2016 [30]. 34% of app users are willing to watch advertisements for
rewards [31].

The rewarding protocol suggested a more efficient resource allocation method. The effect of
offering rewards for a certain consumer behavior has been widely proven effective in
academic research and experiments, where the success of similar protocols suggested the
same. The resources (rewards or money) are reallocated from the middleman to publishers
and users, through disintermediation. Users could receive rewards, advertisers and
publishers could increase their revenue, and businesses could reduce advertising costs.
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Moreover, with the rewarding protocol, the position of consumers will change from passively
receiving ad feed to actively requesting ads engagement. The solution not only solves the
problem of the low willingness of consumers towards watching advertisements, but
increases their engagement level and proactiveness in digital marketing behavior.

The increased engagement and proactiveness of consumers greatly benefit publishers and
advertisers. The users are more likely to spend more attention on their advertisement,
providing the advertisers with traffic and reach. Users are also likely to interact with the
advertisement, providing a higher CTR and CVR than common market campaigns. The
publishers receive increasing revenue meanwhile the advertisers receive potential
customers that they paid their money for.

Consumers, publishers and advertisers, everyone is benefited with the rewarding protocol.
The biggest reason for the above 3-Win situation being possible and practical, is because of
the high level of disintermediation throughout the whole adoption model. In simple
wordings, less advertising money is divided by much less parties.

Advertisers could advertise at a lower cost, receive exposure and brand awareness, where
publishers could result in higher revenue and better user engagement, and consumers
could receive rewards and better user experience.

82% developers use rewarded video ads in their mobile games [32]. Avid.ly receives a 20%
increase in total game time, 18% increase in in-game purchase and a 40% increase in profit
after adopting rewarding videos in its application [33]. CookApps also adopted reward videos
in their game applications in 2017, where they receive a 16% increase in total game time, and
a 211% increase while users lose their last life [33]. 57% of the developers believed that
rewards video could improve user retention, while 79% believed that reward videos are the
most effective model. The Meta Audience Network payout has grown by 8x in 2018 [34]. It is
believed that rewarded videos is one effective metric to improve app performance and ROI
once it is suitably placed.

The effective cost per 1000 impressions (eCPM) could give us an insight of the capacity of
the rewarded video ads market. The US has been leading the globe with $16.33 in IOS and
$10.16 in Android in 2020 [32].
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Figure 8. Top 5 eCPM Countries/Region [32]

While proving reward video ads to be one solution to easing the inefficiency in the digital
marketing industry, and the market capacity has been growing for the past few years, the
variety of rewards is one critical variable distinguishing the business models. Rewards are
usually divided into two types, monetary and non-monetary. Non-monetary rewards can
mostly be found in games, and they are usually in-app content that is incapable of
converting into cash, such as extra lives, power-ups or in-game currencies. Non-monetary
rewards are the majority in the rewarded video ads models. In the scope of this paper, we
aim to gain an insight into business models that provide monetary rewards for video ads.

There are a few types of monetary rewards for video ads. Some applications provide
discounts for rewards. The discounts usually can only be claimed in that particular app, and
mostly for purchasing in-app content, and are incapable of converting into cash. Another
usual form of reward is gift cards and coupons. Users receive fixed-value gift cards or
coupons, such as a $20 Apple Store card, a $15 Amazon coupon or a $30 Netflix card. These
rewards usually come with a large variety of famous brands where users could choose to
redeem their preferred one. The above rewards are incapable of converting into money, but
they still provide a cash-worthy function.

Another type of reward is cash. Some publishers reward users with cash into electronic
wallets, such as Paypal. While cash is usually considered a more preferable choice over gifts
cards and coupons, most cash-rewarding businesses only operate in the US and EU. One of
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the reasons is the difference in complexity regarding marketing campaigns in the US and EU
compared to Asia regions.

Asia, Arabic and African countries are often regarded as low-cost efficiency in the industry.
Many countries are using their currencies that are not circulating in foreign countries. The
great cultural and language differences among countries also lead to difficulty and a higher
cost in marketing campaigns, audience targeting, and marketing predictions, as businesses
need to adapt to different marketing behavior and consumer preference. Besides, the laws
and regulations, currency exchanging, and other lump-sum costs are also factors that need
to be considered before entering the market. The above reasons lead to the lack of
rewarding protocol businesses in those areas. However, These regions are still a huge
potential market. It is suggested that using cryptocurrency as a reward could overcome
parts of the geographical marketing difficulties, such as currencies and exchange rate, and
helps to gradually develop rewarding business in the Asia, Arabic and African market.

WatchAd offers a solution to both digital marketing inefficiency and mining inefficiency and
also counters the existing problem in the rewarding video industry, with a new rewarding
video protocol. The WatchAd team and our developers hereby proudly present the first
approach, the WatchAd app, and the WAD token.
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2 What is WatchAd?

WatchAd is a remodelled PoW cryptocurrency rewarding protocol, which is a solution
empowering content providers and end-stream users in the digital marketing industry.

With the WatchAd app, users can opt-in to receive marketing content, i.e. video
advertisements. The WatchAd protocol rewards the participants by the level of participation
as a return for their active marketing behavior. Practically, users can receive cryptocurrencies
by watching video advertisements with the WatchAd app. Since the amount of reward is
positively correlated to the level of participation, the more time spent with WatchAd, the
more cryptocurrencies (SOL/BNB/WAD) to earn.

WatchAd introduces WAD as our unique token, which is a pre-minted token, and is available
for valuations and investments.

WatchAd is a solution aiming to address market inefficiency.

WatchAd eases the problem of click fraud. With phone number registration, and
FaceID/TouchID check upon ad request and other technical support, WatchAd can
eliminate most of the click frauds. There will also be a (random) attendance check with
FaceID/TouchID every couple of minutes or a couple of ads played to ensure the presence
of the user. WatchAd will also verify any suspicious activities or IPs to maintain our traffic
quality.

WatchAd also improves malvertisements, as WatchAd are carefully selecting our ads
providers to ensure the quality of the ads. The ads will be fed to our users according to their
cookie preferences. In order to reach better marketing efficiency and effectiveness.

WatchAd is empowered by blockchain, where cryptocurrencies exchanges have been
well-known for their high level of data security and payment security. Besides, WatchAd
promises our best effort in protecting user data and payment security. Moreover, the PoW
protocol of WatchAd has removed many unnecessary intermediates, which provides a profit
margin for advertisers, WatchAd, our users and investors.

WatchAd has reduced the entry cost of mining to only a smart device and internet
connection, which greatly reduces the money cost of mining. Using a pre-minted coin and
the removal of actual mining action in our protocol have reduced the environmental cost of
mining. WatchAd also tries to compensate for any possible social cost, by contributing to
charity donations and with our influence.

For consumers, WatchAd provides…
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1. A zero-entry cost mining protocol to earn cryptocurrency
2. Strong privacy and security
3. Improved advertisement experience

For Advertisers, WatchAd provides…
1. Lower advertising cost
2. Improved cost efficiency (i.e. Better CTR and CVR)
3. Reduction in frauds

For Investors, WatchAd provides…
1. Massive adoption opportunity
2. Low entry cost investment
3. The potential of WatchAd and WAD

2.1 Contributions of WatchAd

- Remodeled the mining process
The figures below show the differences between traditional crypto mining and mining with
WatchAd.

Figure 9. Traditional Crypto Mining
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Figure 10. WatchAd Mining

In a traditional mining process, there are fixed costs included such as the mining rigs and
chips. There are other variable costs such as electricity cost, time cost and depreciation.
With all the preparation, there is still a long mining process waiting ahead before earning
cryptocurrencies.

WatchAd remodelled the whole mining process. By using only smart devices and the
WatchAd app, users are ready to mine. With the PoW protocol through WatchAd, our users
could receive instant rewards. The action of active mining was removed with WatchAd, not
only enabling a green mining protocol, but also achieving a rapid PoW protocol.

- Instant Rewards
The payout process of WatchAd is simple and fast. The WatchAd app is powered by smart
contracts on Solana and Binance smart chains. The only limitation of WatchAd users is to
overcome the transaction fee of the chains, which is subjected to around $0.00025 on
Solana Chain and $0.395 on Binance smart chain accordingly. Do note that the transaction
fees are not fixed and are charged by the responding chain.

WatchAd provides popular cryptocurrencies of our users' choice, including SOL and BNB,
along with our unique token WAD. Besides cryptocurrencies, WatchAd is implementing the
WatchAd store (see section 5.2), where various payout methods apart from cryptocurrencies
would be available soon, ranging from gift cards to NFTs.

- Time Flexibility and Mobility
To highlight one of the biggest selling points of WatchAd, is the high mobility and flexibility.
With WatchAd, there are no geographical limitations to mining. Our users can mine in their
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free time, in traffic, while transportation, and even when performing other tasks. All you need
is your smartphone and connected to the internet.

- Green mining
WatchAd promotes green mining, and WatchAd consumes an extremely lower energy and
electricity in comparison to the traditional mining protocols. Besides, WAD is a pre-minted
token on the Solana Chain, which means no active mining is involved within the WatchAd
protocol.

- Massive adoption
WatchAd is empowered by blockchain and cryptocurrencies. We overcome the traditional
borders of geographical limitations of digital marketing. Unlike traditional rewarding
protocols that are limited to a few regions due to the limitation of currencies choices,
WatchAd is ready for massive adoption around the world.

- Circulation and Valuation of WAD
WatchAd is creating value and circulating the value back into the WatchAd ecosystem,
which differs WatchAd from many blockchain projects. WAD token is strongly backed by
WatchAd projects and our investors, community and users.

Mining with WatchAd is not just a second income. Instead, WatchAd is a zero-entry
investment. Once users start mining with the WatchAd app, users’ time and effort are
transferred into cryptocurrency. Any mining activities are subject to investing in WatchAd.
While the WatchAd team constantly develops and implements the latest blockchain
technology into the ecosystem, our team is confident and sees great potential in WatchAd.
Our team accumulates WAD tokens on a monthly basis.

- Charity
WatchAd is contributing to society. 5% of our annual profit will go to charity campaigns of our
communities’ choice. Charity funds will be placed in a separate wallet and the donation will
be made transparently and openly.

- Game-Fi
WatchAd users can earn NFTs and cryptocurrencies by using the WatchAd app. The NFTs
and cryptos earned are transferable and money-worthy, and will be useful in future
applications or events of WatchAd.
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2.2 Ecosystem

The graph below demonstrates the ecosystem of WatchAd.

Figure 11. The ecosystem of WatchAd

All highlighted are WatchAd projects, including NFT, WatchAd App. WAD Token Cap, and
future projects. Profits circulate between WatchAd projects to support the whole ecosystem,
and we are working to enrich our revenue model and diversify business model in future
development.

The top side demonstrates one revenue model of WatchAd, through receiving fiat currency
from businesses and ad feeders for publishing advertisement, and WatchAd provides traffic,
reputation and recognition to businesses.
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The right side shows that WatchAd circulates profit into WAD token cap, and it is powered
by Crypto & NFT investors and WatchAd projects.

The Left side shows the NFT projects of WatchAd, including NFT icons, community code
and collections. Do note that icons and community code could empower our users and
community for increasing rewards, and NFT collection is an in app function. Besides, 5% of
WatchAd annual profits goes to chartiy.

The bottom side shows the protocol of the WatchAd app, where users spend time and
attention on the WatchAd app, and receive payout of cryptocurrencies. WatchAd charges a
service fee of 12% among the payout.

Below shows how the service fees (12%) are being used.

1. 2% to WAD circulation. To provide a long term value and potential for WatchAd Token.
2. 2% to community code users.
3. 2% to community code holders.
4. 6% to the WatchAd team. Budget for upcoming projects. The paycheck of our team.

For future projects, there are WatchAd Store, WatchAd VR, WatchAd 2.0 and Web 3.0.
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3 WAD and Tokenomics

3.1 WAD Token

WatchAd token (WAD) a utility token. It can be used as a value-based utility (cash
equivalent) or as an investment. It serves the purpose of a rewarding token of WatchAd,
which can be used to purchase WatchAd products and service, subscription to premium
content staking and loyalty programmes.

It allows Solana-based/ Binance-based Smart Contracts to be used for automated
international transactions and on-demand user payout of the WatchAd app. In essence, the
WatchAd token is the rewarding/ value-based token powered by its massive adoption
around the globe.

Do note that WAD token is not a security token, and is not backed by equity, debts or any
other assets. It is a utility token that functions as a store of value, medium of exchange, unit
of account, and for decentralized application (WatchAd).

Token symbol name: WatchAd Token
Token Name Abbreviation: WAD
Token Standard: SPL
Blockchain platform: Solana
Token contract address: 2XsFvbkZYX8Z2Y8C4kQJXQ1RwQVpqXAZ28SqqxdrGdgK
Total supply: 1,000,000,000 WAD

Details of WAD token sale will be published on our website before the official launch.
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3.2 Token Distribution

Figure 12. Token Distribution

● Private Sale: 15% (150,000,000 WAD)
● ICO/IEO: 10% (100,000,000 WAD)
● Public Token Release: 15% (150,000,000 WAD)
● Watch-to-Earn: 30% (300,000,000 WAD)
● Ecosystem: 15% (150,000,000 WAD)
● Team: 12% (120,000,000 WAD)
● Advisors: 3% (30,000,000 WAD)

3.3 Distribution details

● Private Sale: The private sale will be held via the WatchAd Official Website. Details
will be announced soon in Q2 2022.

● ICO/IEO: The initial offering will be held at the end of Q2 2022. The sale will be held
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via WatchAd or public exchanges launchpads. Details will be announced later.

● Public Token Release: 150,000,000 WAD tokens will be released upon official launch
on exchanges.

● Watch-to-Earn: The WAD pool for WatchAd app users to mine and receive rewards.
Will not be sold, only serving as a purpose of reward (mining).

● Ecosystem: The reserve for administration, legal, security, marketing, circulation,
public relation, contingency and other projects in the WatchAd ecosystem.

● Team & Advisors: The budget allocated for our team and advisors.

3.4 Token Release Schedule

● Private Sale:
Total: 150,000,000 WAD
20% unlocked at token public release: 30,000,000 WAD
10% unlocked per month after initial release: 15,000,000 WAD
Fully unlocked: Month 8

● ICO/IEO:
Total: 100,000,000 WAD
30% unlocked at token public release: 30,000,000 WAD
10% unlocked per month after initial release: 10,000,000 WAD
Fully unlocked: Month 7

● Public Release:
Total: 150,000,000 WAD
100% unlocked at public release

● Watch-to-Earn:
Total: 300,000,000
100% unlocked at public release

● Ecosystem:
Total: 150,000,000
20% unlocked at public release
2.5% unlocked per month after initial release: 3,750,000 WAD
Fully unlocked: Month 32
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● Team:
Total: 120,000,000
Locked until Month 12
20% unlocked at Month 12: 24,000,000 WAD
5% unlocked per month after month 12: 6,000,000 WAD
Fully unlocked: Month 28

● Advisors:
Total: 30,000,000
Locked until Month 12
20% unlocked at Month 12: 6,000,000 WAD
5% unlocked per month after month 12: 1,500,000 WAD
Fully unlocked: Month 28

The detailed token release schedule can be found in appendix 11.4.

3.5 Company wallet

Private Sale: FvXubqoSyE7ori19HzRFDiS6mAzsXbxiZZ1V37LRxFok
ICO/IEO: 8YwfFb4rzYHqsegRzMscroGwMWxb4CK8cezhRgzKq6eG
Public Token Release: GDVdUZsUbrBukAHcyRfmQDLG77jM26RPRTHHKThoNV3J
Watch-to-Earn: DmYsTUdHDvbTbbikacBuLffQdq5P94jPTJUs6b9UKfo9
Ecosystem: F2p3Cgjgi7weqSH8af99FVhaeHpqj6dhi491CChbjtbr
Team & Advisors: BqcuSqDWNJeWGNjVNJcBngxiajctqVkMMWY2S9JAeYoq
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4 WatchAd App

4.1 Layout
The below section shows a few layouts of the WatchAd app. For more details, please see
the uploaded demo video of WatchAd (Appendix 11.2) and the attached WatchAd update
log (Appendix 11.23). Part of the coding will be shown along with the layout.
Please note that the app is still in the beta phase, and the images are not final.

4.1.1 Login page
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4.1.2 Home

This page shows the unpaid balance, and allows users to request for ad feed by the icon
button in the middle.
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4.1.3 Payout

This page allows users to payout, and shows the unpaid balance. Users are allowed the
payout through Solana, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) or WatchAd Store.
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4.1.4 Collection & Achievement

This page allows users to view their collection of NFT rewards, achievements and daily
missions.
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4.1.5 Profile & Ranking

This page shows the profile and some data of the user, as well as global and regional user
ranking.
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4.1.6 More

This page is for various app settings and information.
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4.2 App logic

The WatchAd app design is very simple and straightforward. WatchAd only includes
important and core functions in our app, trying to make the in-app layout as clean as
possible to ensure the user experience. It is important to lower the ease of adoption of the
WatchAd app, to make sure that anyone can learn how to use WatchAd fast and easily.

The collection is designed as a mini-game to improve users' experiences, providing
additional incentives (game experience and NFT rewards) apart from crypto earning.

4.2.1 Registration

In the registration process, phone number and OTP verification is required.
The same phone number is not allowed to register twice unless the account is deleted.

The requirement of phone number and OTP aims to prevent account spam and bots. It also
allows us to understand the regional distribution of our users. Phone number and OTP
verification is currently the only way for our users to change their password or access their
account once they forget their password.

The password is required to be filled in during registration, however, it can be replaced by
touch id/face id while login for a simpler and smoother login experience.

4.2.2 Core functions - User balance

By watching ads, our users receive an estimated balance, which is:

Figure 13. WatchAd estimate balance

4.2.3 Core functions - Payout
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It is necessary to connect to a crypto wallet address while payout, then select the receiving
chain (Solana chain or Binance chain) and input payout amount. By receiving the payout
request, we validate the balance and proceed to the transaction. Hence, the smart contract
would be triggered to complete the payout process. Please do note that the actual payout is
not equal to the estimated balance, depending on the actual CPM, variation of smart
devices, and other possible factors, which could be more or less.

For payout transactions, there is no lowest payout limit, However, as the transaction fee
caused by platform (binanace or solana) is on users debit, the payout amount should reach
the transaction fee, which is subjected to around $0.00025 on Solana Chain and $0.395 on
Binance smart chain accordingly.

4.2.4 Core functions - Service fee

WatchAd charges a service fee of maximum 12% for each transaction. The service fee could
be lower due to WatchAd events, but WatchAd promises the maximum is at 12%.

There are 4 ways for users to increase payout amount (or decrease the service fee).
1. Hold WatchAd icon NFT for 5% additional payout
2. Connect to a community code for 2% additional payout
3. Hold a WatchAd community code NFT
4. On events or promotions

The graph below shows the money flow per $1 USD WatchAd earned.

Figure 14. WatchAd money flow

4.2.5 Account management
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Account will be deactivated permanently upon account deletion request.
The phone number will be released, and can be registered again for a new account.
Accounts deleted could not be reactivated, please consider carefully before account
deletion.

4.2.6 Community code

Users can bind to a community code. The followings are a few rules regarding the
community code:

1. WatchAd encourages our users to use the community code. Users who are
connected to a referral code gain an additional 2% reward among payout.

2. Community code holders gain the same amount of additional reward of every user
who connected to the holder’s code.

3. The community code is an NFT. It is transferable.

4. The community code NFT will be sold along with the WatchAd icon NFT (see 5.3 for
more details).

5. The additional reward will be sent monthly to the community code holder’s wallet in
WAD.

4.2.7 WatchAd Collections

WatchAd users can collect a series of NFT collections in the WatchAd app. A storyline will
be designed, and this part of the app can be considered as a minigame/Game-Fi. The
collection system is not the core function but is an important function. More details will be
released later, the followings are a few rules:

1. Users get a random collection every 10 ads watched.

2. Every Collectable is an NTF and can be traded.

3. Collectables will be regularly updated, such as events and upon festivals.

4. Collectables will be useful in future WatchAd projects (WatchAd VR app).
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Users can earn fashion and money-worth NFTs through using the WatchAd app. WatchAd
collections increase user intention, and reward users with WatchAd original NFTs.

4.2.8 WatchAd icon

WatchAd icon is an NFT. It will be sold along with “WatchAd app community code” (see 5.3
for more details).

1. WatchAd icon holder gains an additional 5% payout.

2. WatchAd icon is an NFT, and can be traded.

WatchAd icon will be designed by a stylish artist, serving the purpose of a fashion icon as
well as an art piece. WatchAd icon also provides rewards to our loyalty users and NFT
holders.
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5 Upcoming projects

5.1 WatchAd app closed beta test

A closed beta test will be held before the app launch, expected in Q4 2022. The
qualification of the closed beta test is invite-only. Only team members, developers,
stakeholders, influencers, WAD holders and early adopters will be invited.

Invitations will be sent via social media to early adopters, please stay tuned.
Invitations will also be sent to everyone who joined the private sale and ICO/IEO of
WAD.

5.2 WatchAd app updates

Keeping the WatchAd app up-to-date is one of the biggest missions of WatchAd. Our team
will continuously monitor app performance, gather reviews and reports, maintenance and
release updates in order to optimize user experience.

Promotions, activities and marketing campaigns will be held regularly for users retention
and also to seek new markets and users. Latest news and events will be updated on
WatchAd official website and social media.

Tutorials of using the WatchAd app, FAQs and educating videos are scheduled to be
released in future updates. WatchAd ensures that it is easy to learn and use our application
and service.

5.3 WatchAd Store

WatchAd Store is a blockchain-based online shop that allows users to purchase various
products with WAD token. It provides additional liquidity and market value to WAD tokens. It
also provides alternative rewards for our users other than cryptocurrencies.

In practice, users and investors can use their mined or purchased WAD tokens to purchase
items in the WatchAd Store. The variation of products includes gift cards and NFTs. WatchAd
also allows our community to vote for new products to be listed.
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The WatchAd Store will be available in app soon, allowing users to redeem a variety of
rewards. The online WatchAd store will launch in the future to provide more diversified
rewards, such as NFTs, event, collaboration and loyalty rewards.

Figure 15. WatchAd Store (Conceptual image).

5.4 NFT projects

The first WatchAd NFT sales will be launched before the app launch.

This first NFT sale package contains “WatchAd icon” and “WatchAd app community code”.
(See 4.2.6 and 4.2.8 for more details). The package also contains other items, such as special
Discord roles, Loyalty points etc.

Collections will be a long term NFT project (See 4.2.7 for more details).

There will be more future NFT projects. Part of the sales profits circulates into the WAD
ecosystem. Some NFTs will act as loyalty rewards in the future.

NFT projects will be fully disclosed on social media and the WatchAd official website
including wallet addresses, the background of content creators, so as artists, date of launch
etc. Further information of the WatchAd NFT project will be updated via the WatchAd official
website and social media.
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5.5 WatchAd forum

WatchAd forum will also be an early launching function after the app launch. It is a platform
for the WatchAd community to grow. Users can discuss on any WatchAd related topics. We
are eager to receive feedback and opinions to improve our service and product. Polls are
expected to be held on the WatchAd forum, allowing users to vote for certain topics, i.e.,
charity funding, new rewards methods, even for future projects.

Figure 16. WatchAd Forum (Conceptual image).
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5.6 WatchAd 2.0

WatchAd 2.0 includes various important updates with the WatchAd app.

One important feature is to introduce a new function, “Screen in screen”, which is a pop-out
screen displaying ads, allowing our users to continue watching ads even when they are
using other applications. The approach allows mining while multitasking on the same
device, improving mining efficiency and cost efficiency.

Figure 17. WatchAd 2.0 - “Screen in screen” (Conceptual image).

5.7 WatchAd VR

WatchAd VR is a future project. WatchAd aims to develop a VR app, and bridge rewarding
protocols with VR and AI technologies, enhancing the advertising experience. More types of
advertisements such as interacting ads and immersing ads will be implemented.

Current NFT collections and storyline will also apply to the WatchAd VR app, as they are all
in the same WatchAd metaverse.

More details will be disclosed in the future.
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6 Brand development

6.1 WatchAd Brand

We are developing WatchAd as a blockchain-based brand specializing in digital marketing.
We value nothing more than WatchAd’s recognition and trust. Currently, the brand
recognition and goodwill highly depends on the WatchAd app performance. We are looking
to diversify WatchAd service with upcoming and future projects, including expanding to the
NFT market. Our team will seek for business collaborations which helps WatchAd reach out
to new market segmentations.

WatchAd values our very own community, and are devoting our resources in customer
relationship management (CRM). We provide official platforms such as WatchAd forum,
holding discord servers as well as connecting in various mainstream social medias, such as
Twitter. We are expanding the WatchAd community and reaching out to other potential
users. Customer acquisition and retention is one of the main tasks of the CRM team of
WatchAd. WatchAd also welcomes the community to reach out to our team through
different channels.

In order to increase the participation of the WatchAd community in the operation of
WatchAd, WatchAd allows the WatchAd community to take part in certain business
decisions. Charity below is one of the examples. Meanwhile, WatchAd rewards loyal
community members and users. Personalized rewards and benefits are scheduled for those
who spent time and effort with WatchAd.

6.2 Charity

5% of our annual profit will be used for charity. We also receive donations with a unique
separate wallet only for charity purposes. As mentioned above, we allow our community to
take part in the decision of where the charity funding goes, and keep the process fully
transparent. We want to contribute to society by helping those in need, the founder and
co-founder will be in charge and participate in all of the WatchAd charity campaigns. All the
details of charity events of WatchAd will be uploaded on the official website and social
media. Everyone could monitor the process and charity fund.

WatchAd promises the fund will only and solely be used for charity purposes.
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6.3 WatchAd goals

WatchAd app is still in an early stage of development. Our team pursues to build a fully
animated and decentralized version of WatchAd app. Blockchain technology will be fully
utilized in our app and operations. WatchAd, as a digital marketing brand, is not limited to
mobile applications. Our team will follow and adopt the leading direction of blockchain
technology, cryptocurrencies, and soon Metaverse.

WatchAd aims to be a marketing leader when metaverse gains popularity. After the
WatchAd app, we will further develop services and technologies connecting blockchain and
the digital marketing industry, such as VR app, Web 3.0 adoption and metaverse
applications. These are long term developments that are not included in the above future
projects.

6.4 Risk management

WatchAd engineers and our technical team are experienced in their field and have over 15
years of experience. Any technical difficulties such as server overload due to massive
adoption, app bugs, and short maintenance will be reported as soon as discovered on the
official channels. We are eager to provide the best and stable user experience to WatchAd
app users. Moreover, our technical team members are distributed in different time zones.
WatchAd can respond to technical issues as soon as they are reported.

Security issues are one of the greatest concerns of the WatchAd team. Blockchain security
engineer will be on board after the ICO. To further enhance and secure the WatchAd
ecosystem, WatchAd will issue a bug bounty upon fully decentralization to prevent any
terms of hacking.
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7 Team

Torres KEE
Founder of WatchAd and self-taught coder. Specialist in
WatchAd graphic design and app design. Torres adopted the
blockchain technology as a miner since 2017. He is an investor
in the cryptocurrency markets and real estate sector. Torres
graduated in Business Management (BBA) at the Modul
University Vienna.

Tommy WONG
Co-founder of WatchAd. Specialist in logic design and
operating management. Tommy has published thesis and
academic research about blockchain technology in Modul
University Vienna since 2019. He worked as a marketing trainee
for an internship. Tommy graduated in Business Management
(BBA) at the Modul University Vienna.

Jason TSANG
CMO of WatchAd. Specialist in digital marketing. Jason studied
engineering at Cardiff University and is a self-learner on
blockchain technology since 2020. He is an experienced
worker in brand management, market research, and product
marketing.
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8 Business corporations and Advisors

Business cooperation - App development

Sluggishkid Creative Group - Cyrus Lam

Cyrus is frontend developer at Sluggishkid Creative Group. He has over
9 years software development experience. Cyrus helped WatchAd on
developing the foundation of WatchAd app and provide the best user
experience to the community.

Borderless Tech Limited HK - Whitman Lui

Borderless Tech Limited Hong Kong role is to construct the backend
coding of WatchAd app and smart contract of WatchAd crypto
rewarding system. The Borderless specializes in trading and banking
applications.
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Advisors

Dr. Horst Treiblmaier
Advisor

Dr. Horst Treiblmaier is a Professor in International Management at
MODUL University Vienna, Austria. He received a PhD in Management
Information Systems in 2001 from the Vienna University of Economics
and Business in Austria, with more than fifteen years of experience as a
researcher and consultant with leading tech firms including Microsoft
and Google. Research specialized in economic and business
implications of Blockchain, cryptoeconomics. Currently he serves on
the board of the “City of Blockchain”, an association promoting the
Blockchain and cryptographic technologies.

Mr Raj A. Kapoor
Advisor

Raj is the Founder of India Blockchain Alliance and an Advisory Board
Member at several blockchain companies. He helped organize India’s
biggest Blockchain and Cryptocurrency events across major cities,
spoken at several international seminars and conferences. Raj regularly
speaks in Tech events, and is a regular contributor to several
technology publications. He was selected this year as a top
cryptocurrency and blockchain influencer by Asian Market Cap, and is
mentoring 20+ blockchain startups across the globe.
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9 Roadmap
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11 Appendix

11.1 Abbreviation table

CPC - Cost Per Click
CPM - Cost Per 1000 impressions
eCPM - effective Cost Per 1000 impressions
CPA - Cost Per Action
CTR - Click Through Rate
CVR - Conversion Rate
ROI - Return On Investment
BCT - Blockchain Technology
PoW - Proof-of-Work
CRM - Customer Relationship Management
ICO - Initial Coin Offering
BSC - Binance Smart Chain
NFT - Non-Fungible Token
VR - Virtual Reality
AI - Artificial Intelligence
FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions

11.2 WatchAd demo video
https://youtu.be/20kKqOf5TCE

11.3 Update Log
https://www.watchad.org/documents

11.4 Token Release Schedule
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jzqio5IGZGMZVKJpnudvhWYzB38hCJMpqZxjsB
_EDSs/edit#gid=0

11.5 Mining and energy usage

Since the introduction of BCT by Nakamoto in 2008, the cryptocurrency market has been
growing at a rapid pace. Today in 2022, the global crypto market cap has passed $2 trillion,
and the daily volume can easily reach $80 billion [18]. The hashrate has taken off since 2018,
and reached over 150 million in 2020 [19]. However, early adopters and whales have turned
Bitcoin and alt-coin mining into manufacturer level, making the mining process beginner
unfriendly.
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Figure 17. [19]

The two major costs of mining are the mining rigs and electricity costs. Mining rigs in 2022
can easily cost up to $10,000. The daily average mining cost has reached $4,000,000 in
2020 [20]. Besides, it is reported that every single Bitcoin transaction consumes over $100 in
electricity [21]. The above data illustrate only the huge money cost in crypto mining, but do
not forget the environmental cost and social cost derived. Bitcoin and Ethereum mining
generates about 96 million and 47 million tons of carbon dioxide emission annually [22][23]. It
is suggested that Bitcoin mining alone could be responsible for an increase in temperature
by 2℃ within less than three decades [24]. Illegal mining is also a problem waiting to be
striked, especially in countries with lost electricity costs, such as Iran [25]. Some suggested
chipmakers have purposely designed their product to be less effective while mining, in
order to reach a higher profit [26]. With the continuous increase in demand for electricity in
crypto mining, electricity cost is also likely to increase, affecting those non-miners
households, meanwhile further impacting the global environment by the increasing
consumption of non-reusable energy for power generation.
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Figure 18. Total mining cost over time [20]

Figure 19. Bitcoin Energy Consumption [23]
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Figure 20. Ethereum Energy Consumption [24]
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